LLC Linnaeus Project Gender Calendar

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 12 Oct 2017, Combustion Physics, E421. Kick off semester and planning meeting.

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 1 Jun 2017, Combustion Physics, E421. Final event for socializing and summarize the activities organized.

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast workshop, 27 Apr 2017, Atomic Physics, A314 Workshop: "Writing Grant Applications and Project Proposals", by Anneli Löfgreen, Research Administrative Director of Nanolund.

- LLC-FRN, visit to colleagues at ADOPT in Stockholm Feb 20-21, 2017 Visit at SciLife Laboratory, visit at AlbaNova and lab visit at Kista and Acreo


- LLC-FRN, Lunch seminar, 8 Dec 2016, Combustion Physics, E421 Lecturer: Jenny Larfeldt, works at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, Finspång, and is an adjunct Professor at division of Combustion Physics

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 12 Oct 2016, Combustion Physics, E420 Kick off semester and planning meeting

- LLC-FRN, Visit from Female Network in Stockholm (ADOPT), 12-13 May, 2016. Visit at Gasporox, visit at MAX-IV, Networking, Lab tour at Combustion Physics and Atomic Physics

- LLC-FRN, Morning meeting, 29 Feb, 2016 Combustion Physics, E421 Lecturer: Cruz Méndez Valverde, the Head of the Technical Division in the Spanish Laser Research Center CLPU

- LLC-FRN, Film forum, 28 Jan, 2016 Filmstaden Cinema Movie: Suffragette

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting, 9 Dec, 2015 Combustion Physics, E421 Lecturer: Jeffery Armstrong, works at LTH with questions about the academic career

LLC-FRN – Lund Laser Centre Female Researcher Network
- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 29 Sept, 2015
  Combustion Physics, E420
  Kick of semester and planning meeting

- LLC-FRN, Excursion, 21 May, 2015
  Skarhult Castle
  Visit to exhibition at Skarhult Castle called “Power in disguise” (Den dolda kvinnomakten)

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting, 22 Apr, 2015
  Combustion Physics, E421
  Information lunch for student about what it is like to do a PhD (especially in optics)

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 29 Jan, 2015
  Combustion Physics, E420
  Kick of semester and planning meeting

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting, 12 Dec 2014
  Combustion Physics, E421
  Lecture: Jenny Rissler, from the division of Ergonomics and Aerosol Technology

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting, 15 Okt, 2014
  Combustion Physics, E421
  Discussion meeting about what it is like to be a female researcher

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 11 Sept, 2014
  Combustion Physics, E420
  Kick of semester and planning meeting

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting, 14 May, 2014
  Combustion Physics, E421
  Lecturer: Jenny Larfeldt, Combustion Engineer at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB

- LLC-FRN, Breakfast meeting, 12 Feb, 2014
  Combustion Physics, E420
  Kick of semester and planning meeting

- LLC-FRN, Lunch meeting
  Lecture hall
  Lecturer: Sjuksköterskan from Företagshälsovården speaking about stress management

LLC-FRN – Lund Laser Centre Female Researcher Network
- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, February 12, 2013
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Monica Almqvist, Docent at Measurement Technology and coordinator at Vattenhallen Science Center

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, March 5, 2012
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Dr. Elna Nilsson-Heimdal, Combustion Physics

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, December 5, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Ass. Prof. Ingrid Svensson, Solid Mechanics

- LLC-FRN, Seminar and panel discussion on Gender in Engineering
  November 17, 2011
  Lundmarkssalen, Astronomy at 16:00-18:00
  **Speakers:** Dr. Eleni Alexandratou, Prof. Katharina Kohse-Höinghaus, Dr. Sara Goodman and Prof. Tomas Brage

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, October 24, 2011
  LTH Faculty Club, 12:00-13:30
  **Lecturer:** Prof. Eva Åkesson, Chemical Physics

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, September 21, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Prof. Anne L’Huillier, Atomic Physics

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, May 27, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Prof. Annika Olsson, Packaging Logistics
  **Topic:** Packages, Professorship and Private life!

- LLC-FRN, lunch meeting, April 13, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00
  **Lecturer:** Prof. Susanne Åkesson, Ecology
  **Topic:** Birds, Babies and the Beauty of Science

- LLC Female PhD Mentor Programme Kick-off, March 29, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00

- LLC-FRN Kick-off, March 15, 2011
  Atomic Physics Group Room A314, at 12:00

- LLC Thematic Afternoon on Gender Issues, November 15, 2010

LLC-FRN – Lund Laser Centre Female Researcher Network